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About This Game

You have been granted access to pilot "Glaive" - a brick breaking battle ship. Use it to fight through 125 stages of intense
arkanoid-style action.

Key features:

An all-new brick-breaking game.
Use your Glaive ship to break bricks and obtain many different powerups.

Over 120 levels.
Smooth controls. easy to learn.

Great ball mechanics, that let you control it's speed with a bit of experience.
2 player versus mode - grab a friend and find out who's better.

Boss fights - it's never easy, but you can do it!
Different game modes - classic, pong, shape breaker, boss fight.

Beautiful 3D graphics.
ROCKETS!

Awesome soundtrack for the game created by talented artists such as:
Toms "Tobu" Burkovskis

Steam Phunk
Kubbi
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An all new arkanoid experience is waiting!
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Title: Glaive: Brick Breaker
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Blue Sunset Games
Publisher:
Blue Sunset Games
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2.2 GHz recommended

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated GPU Recommended

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Honest price~. Fom the trailer to the gameplay itself, i would have to recommend this game to all redneck enthusiast.
10\/10
Controls remind me of mario cart mixed with shrek 2 fantasy adventure the board game.. This game is absolutely hilarious if
you like soccer and want to have a good laugh and score some insanely stupid goals 10\/10. This is a work of art holy moly. its
hard and (:. This game is a nice break in pace from day to day gaming. Aside from the music cutting out after the first few
levels and constantly getting stuck on the walls, I enjoyed beating this game in about 40 minutes.. I would have had more fun if i
put the money up my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Have 75 hours in this game, don't listen to those divas saying that the game is
trash or glitchy or over grinding.
They've fixed the TOT and towers in general, they fixed the grinding, they added 60 FPS option for PC players, lowered the
number of fatalities for heads (done them all in around 25 hours in playing the game, roughly around 1 hour per character which
ISN'T bad at all).
Graphics are GREAT for a Mortal Kombat 2.5D game, the gameplay itself makes the game 10x better and it's worth buying if
you like the series.

What else do you want? Time Krystals are EASY to make, have 3.5k already and spent 500 and most importantly: skins are
100% Optional and that's the only thing you can buy.
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me as a Chinese mil nerd finds this meaning a lot
gotta simulate the 1996 J-6 versus F-14 scenario. Decent game, way overhyped in the reviews/media I read and saw about it
before purchasing. Online Mode is a waste, nobody is ever on. Totally baffling they have that as a selling point, do these guys
not realize you have to have OTHER PEOPLE online to actually use the mode? Arcade Mode is nothing special, fun at first but
gets repetitive. If you know a ton of people who'd like to play and have extra controllers then Local Mode could be fun.. i havent
tried new update, there has been 2 in 2 days, but i will say there are some issues with the VR gameplay.. it is not quite refined.
the game on the other hand is pretty good it seems. I think its rough around the edges right now but i feel really good about the
dev. I believe this game is going to be really neat in due time... he is talking with players and addressing issues on regular basis
so if you want to help shape the game, buy now. if you want it when it plays great, keep an eye on reviews and i will update
when the game is ready.
*update- i would wait on this product for sure, its just to rough right now, ill update when its better
*8\/27 update... i returned the game my 2 weeks was up and it wasnt ready... may try again later on. I want Mondo to spit in my
mouth.. Overall this game can be really fun, but as time goes on on it gets slightly boring. It has A lot of potential if they were to
add in steam workshop. As of right how its fun but could be better. 7\/10

edit: you can find mods on their website!!!
9\/10. First of all the dynamic brake is waaay too weak. It barely slows the train down and I have to apply the normal brake to
slow me down enough before I pass the next signal. I don't think the normal brakes should be used at 300 km\/h.

It's shaking too much. Especially in the tunnel. It's rediculous. The TGV should be a smooth ride.

No other traffic? It feels like I am the last man on earth.

There are a couple of bugs. For example; brakes won't properly release after an emergency braking and at some point the
traction lever doesn't work anymore. You can see the amp meter jump back to 0 very quickly. Can be bypassed by using the
cruisecontrol, which work sluggish. It's little things that will be fixed... I hope.

Of course there are also good things.

The sound is done very well. Maybe a bit too quiet though. The traction engines should be heard over the rail noice.

Cabin view looks nice. So does the pasenger view.

Complex signaling system with tutorial.

French routes in the future?

I was eagerly awaiting a TGV route but I am a bit disapointed. Especially for the \u20ac30,- I paid. Route's too short and there's
isn't much going on. And on top of that the train drives not so well with the shaking and bad brakes. Perhaps a patch someday?
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